Spatially localised defect structures emerge spontaneously in a hydrodynamic description of an active polar fluid comprising polar 'actin' filaments and 'myosin' motor proteins that (un)bind to filaments and exert active contractile stresses. These emergent defect structures are characterized by distinct textures and can be either static or mobile -we derive effective equations of motion for these 'extended particles' and analyse their shape, kinetics, interactions and scattering. Depending on the impact parameter and propulsion speed, these active defects undergo elastic scattering or merger. Our results are relevant for the dynamics of actomyosin-dense structures at the cell cortex, reconstituted actomyosin complexes and 2d active colloidal gels.
The dynamical interplay between topological defects, elasticity and flow has been a recurrent theme in the physics of condensed media [1] . This has been of recent interest in the context of active systems, in which activity drives the formation and dynamics of collective or emergent structures: be it the rotation of spiral defects in polar gels [2, 3] , the translation, ordering and complex flows of +1/2 disclinations in active nematics composed of filamentmotor complexes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or the spontaneous formation of interacting mobile aggregates of active colloidal particles [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These structures are often particle-like, with a well-defined position and orientation, and it is desirable to cast their dynamics solely in terms of their own coordinates and form factor
In this manuscript we analyse the emergent dynamics of polar filaments ('actin') actively driven by motor proteins ('myosin') that undergo turnover, i.e., binding/unbinding (with an estimated timescale of ∼ 6s in vivo [19] ) [22, [27] [28] [29] . Recent studies on actomyosin-dependent molecular clustering at the cell surface and in in-vitro reconstitutions of a thin actomyosin layer on a supported membrane, provide our primary motivation [20] [21] [22] 24] . Our main results are: (i) A variety of spatially compact structures, such as mobile virtual defects, rotating spiral defects or stationary asters, emerge spontaneously from an interplay between elastic, dissipative and active stresses. (ii) Activity drives defect motion and shape deformation, with isolated virtual defects moving as extended particles, dressed by a cloud of myosin density. (iii) These extended particles interact via the accompanying myosin cloud, and exhibit both phoresis and taxis. (iv) We study the dynamics, elastic scattering and (inelastic) merger of a pair of mobile defects as a function of impact parameter and self-propulsion velocity, by casting the effective dynamics in terms of defect coordinates and shape factor. We note that all the emergent characteristics of the extended particle -its integrity, dynamics and their mutual interactions, are consequences of the dressed myosin cloud.
Our results are obtained by solving hydrodynamic equations for a thin film of active fluid comprising actin filaments, described by a concentration c and orientation n, and filament-bound myosin motors, with concentration ρ, which dissipate momentum via frictional damping at the cell substrate. As found from systematic coarse-grainings [27] , the active contributions to the dynamics of c and n come about only in the presence of bound myosin -the Supplementary contains a phenomenological derivation of the following simplified hydrodynamic equations, based on symmetry and conservation laws [3, 25] ,
∂n ∂t + λ(ρ)(n · ∇)n = K∇ 2 n − ζ 0 ∇c + ζ ∇ρ
where we have taken the active stress σ act = −W (c)ρ (W < 0, for contractility), and we work in the one-constant approximation [32] . We take α(c) = ν(c/c * − 1) and β(c) = ν(1 + c/c * ), which ensures that |n| 2 → 1 when c ≫ c * [30] . In Eq. 3, ζ 0 > 0 ensures positive filament compressibility, while ζ > 0 describes the preferential alignment of the filament orientation to gradients of myosin density [29] , here a consequence of the active stress. These equations generalise earlier models of acto-myosin [22, [27] [28] [29] [30] , which had been proposed on the strength of both symmetry arguments and coarse grainings, by explictly treating both the polar filaments and the myosin motors as dynamical variables. We note a resemblence to recently proposed models of chemoactive colloids [31] , which suggests that our results may be of wider applicability.
We begin by studying the linear instability of the homogeneous, orientationally isotropic phase when c 0 < c * , under the perturbations, c(r, t) = c 0 + δc(r, t), ρ(r, t) = ρ 0 + δρ(r, t) and n(r, t) = δn(r, t), where
We find two potential instability mechanisms : (i) the binding of myosin and the contractile advection of filaments (∝ W c ∇ρ) induces an density clumping instability when . In both cases the instability towards clumping is non-oscillatory [33] . To see the fine structure of the emergent compact configurations, we need to go beyond the linear regime. We numerically integrate Eqs. 1-3 on a square grid with periodic boundary conditions using an explicit Forward-TimeCentral-Space (FTCS) scheme and appropriate initial conditions [33] . Starting from a homogeneous, isotropic phase, we observe that the system quickly settles down into an evolving population of spatially compact actin-myosin clusters (Movies 1, 2 [33] ). To explore the typology of compact structures formed, we choose initial conditions that produce a single defect and build a phase diagram in K and ζ.
Figure 1(a) shows the single-defect phase diagram together with the compact density profiles and orientational textures that we obtain. All structures consist of a compact accumulation of actin filaments dressed by a wider myosin cloud ( Fig. 1(b) ). At low K they are radially symmetric with zero net polarity ( cn = 0) and hence static. The texture is set by the control parameter ζ/ζ 0 . When ζ/ζ 0 is small (large) the term ζ 0 ∇c (ζ ∇ρ) dominates to form an out(in)-pointing aster. As we show in the SI, integrating out the myosin density when it is 'fast', in the limit of large ζ/ζ 0 , results in effective equations for the active filament identical to those analyzed in [22, 23] , with a 'negative compressibility' in the n-equation [23, 30] .
At an intermediate value of ζ/ζ 0 , ζ 0 ∇c dominates at the core of the domain and ζ ∇ρ dominates at the boundary, forming a spiral aster texture, which rotates with an angular velocity ω(r) ∝ v 0 n θ (r) [2, 3] .
When K is large the defect core moves abruptly from within to outside the compact domain, giving rise to an apparent or virtual defect [34] [35] [36] . Depending on the relative strength of ζ ∇ρ and ζ 0 ∇c, the virtual defect is either a virtual out-pointing-aster ( c ∇ · n > 0) or a virtual aster ( c ∇ · n < 0).
These textures can be qualitatively understood as arising from a competition between the first three terms on the R.H.S. of Eq. 3.
We further note that the dynamics of n (when λ = 0) can be obtained as
The quantity ζρ − ζ 0 c thus promotes a spontaneous splay [36, 37] , with a negative (positive) divergence when ζρ − ζ 0 c > 0 (< 0). The Lyapunov function L is analogous to the free energy of textured Langmuir domains [34, 36] , indicating that the transition between aster and virtual defect is first order, as a function of the control parameter R a (ζρ 0 − ζ 0 c 0 )/K [34] , where R a is the radius of the filament domain. The profile of filament and myosin densities is set by the interplay between the binding and advective nonlinearities and it is difficult to obtain an exact expression. However, we may exploit the compactness of the filament domain to analyse the decay of the dressed cloud of myosin. Compactness implies that c(r), |n| ≈ 0 for r > R a (where R a is naturally interpreted as the radius of the filament domain). The outer solution (i.e., for r > R a ) for ρ at steady state satisfies: D m ∇ 2 ρ = k u ρ. The radially symmetric solution is found to be,
where K ν (r) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and r 0 = D m /k u . The constant A 1 may be determined by matching the inner solution (r < R a , where |n|, c ≥ 0) with the outer solution.
The sudden appearance of a net polarity (| cn | > 0) manifests as a shape distortion away from circularity and a centre-of-mass motion driven by the advective current, ∝ cn, which we analyse to lowest order in deformation. We transform to a comoving frame with velocity v c and solve for the lowest order axisymmetric steady-state solution: i.e. of the form ρ 0 (r) + ρ 1 (r) cos θ, where θ = 0 is the direction of motion. When deviations from circularity are small (ρ 1 ≪ ρ 0 ), ρ 0 is given by Eq. 4 and
where A 2 may once again be obtained from matching the inner and outer solutions at r = R a . From our numerical analysis, we find that an isolated moving virtual defect with its myosin cloud maintains its shape and texture over time. The density and orientation fields then obey a traveling front form c = c(r − R(t)), n = n(r−R(t)), ρ = ρ(r−R(t)). We may thus describe the motion of a single virtual defect, isolated from others, solely in The phase portrait of the scattering dynamical system, Eqs. 10, generated using the software pplane (http://math.rice.edu/ dfield/dfpp.html). The black dot is the saddle point whose unstable separatrix (red dashed line) separates the merge region from the scattering region. Plotted in green is the stable separatrix. In blue are two example trajectories. The shaded region is the distance at which the merger will occur.
terms of its centre-of-mass coordinate R(t) ≡ c
and net polarity p(t) ≡ c
and Ω is the compact support of the defect,
where the overdot is a time derivative. Above, we have made use of the fact that filament diffusion D a ∇c and the W c ∇ρ term are resposible for maintaining the size of the moving domain, and hence they balance to 0 everywhere. This leaves only the advective contribution (∝ v 0 cn) in the first equation. The speed of the domain, v c = v 0 |n c |, may be approximately calculated from an ansatz (shown in Fig. S3 (b) in [33] ) and is found to increase from ∼ 0.85v 0 to v 0 as the apparent defect core moves further from the centre of the domain. This is consistent with the numerics [33] , though we note that the asymmetric profile of the filament and myosin fields will also contribute to the speed of the domain.
We next investigate the interaction between these 'particles'. When the filament cores of two domains are wellseparated, |n| ≈ 0 in the region between them and elastic interactions may be neglected. Their interaction is instead mediated by the associated myosin clouds -stationary defects do not interact unless they are close enough to allow for a finite overlap between their myosin clouds, with a interaction length scale r 0 = D m /k u -this interaction leads to their merger (Movie 1 [33] ). On the other hand, moving virtual defects may initially be well separated and then approach each other (Movie 2 [33] ). We derive interactions between virtual defects by decomposing the microscopic fields into their contributions from the each domain (c = c i , etc.), valid when the domains are well separated (|R i −R j | > R a ), and define the centre of mass and polarity of the each cluster (R i and p i ) as before:
The second equation must be augmented with the constraint that the magnitude of each p i is constant. We develop the integral appearing in both equations into a multipole expansion, valid when the length scale over which the myosin cloud varies, r 0 , is larger than the characteristic size of the virtual defect. Expanding ρ j (r − R j ) around r = R i we find:
where the multipole moments are
and M
Expanding the myosin field into axisymmetric circular harmonics
p·R R + . . . and using the forms given in Eqs. 4, 5, we may close the effective equations of motion for a population of interacting virtual defects. Retaining for simplicity only the radially symmetric term in ρ (i.e., Eq. 4 and the monopole term in Eq. 8), and using the shorthand R ij = R i − R j :
Note that, as each ρ j decays away from R j , the signs of W and ζ give rise to an attractive 'force' (phoresis) and an attractive 'torque' (taxis), respectively, between virtual defects [18, 38] . We note that while only a virtual defect may exhibit taxis (which requires a non-zero p) the imposition of a gradient of myosin motors may elicit the phoresis of an otherwise static aster (Movie 7 [33] ). We now turn to the consequences of Eqs. 7 and 8 on the 'scattering' of virtual defects. First, we investigate this in the geometry depicted in Fig. 2(b) by numerically integrating the full equations of motion, Eqs. 1-3. Figure 2(a) shows that for large impact parameter b or for large selfpropulsion speed ∝ v 0 the two clusters 'elastically scatter' off each other and escape to the far field (Movie 3 [33] ), whereas for low b or low v 0 they merge (Movie 4 [33] ). Interestingly, as seen in the trajectories shown in Fig. 2(a) , the deflection angle of scattering decreases with v 0 even for a fixed b. This is reminiscent of the scattering of inertial particles, even though the 'extended particles' here are formed by constituents undergoing overdamped dynamics.
The symmetry of the scattering geometry of Fig. 2 (b) can be exploited to develop an analytic representation of the scattering process. We define: the distance of one virtual defect from the other, r c = |R 21 |, and the radial projection of the polarity vector, γ = R 12 · p 1 /r c .
where W = W A 1 /r 0 and ζ = ζA 1 /r 0 . A representative phase portrait of this dynamical system is depicted in Fig. 2(c) . It can be shown that Eqs. (10) admit a single saddle node [40] which is always between 0 < γ ≤ 1. Thus, in the physically relevant region of the phase plane −1 < γ < 1, the unstable separatrix of this saddle node acts as a phase boundary between merger and elastic scattering.
Note, in particular, that all trajectories escape to infinity or end in a merging -there exist no bound states.
We end with a brief discussion on the sequence of events that occur when two domains merge. We find numerically that when two clusters merge in a head-on collision they do so in the following stereotypic manner (Fig. 3(a) and Movie 6 [33] ) -(i) initial overlap of the concentration fields leads to the formation of a neck region, which develops an aster defect (ii) the neck widens to produce an elliptic domain which then (iii) relaxes exponentially to a radially symmetric domain with an aster defect (as in [39] ), Fig. 3(b) . When K is large the aster core is unstable [34] and moves out of the merged domain. However, when K is small, the defect core is stable and remains to form a stationary aster or spiral aster (contrast Movies 4 and 5 [33] ). In the intermediate regime, we find that the fate of the domain depends on the impact parameter b and the self-advection speed v 0 , revealing the dynamical nature of the interacting myosin field. We will carry out a detailed study of the dynamics of merger in a later work.
In summary, we have conducted a detailed study of the form and dynamics of the compact, emergent structures that arise in a hydrodynamic description of an active polar fluid with associated 'motor' elements. By explicit construction of effective equations of motion, we have demonstrated that these structures behave as extended self-propelled particles that exhibit both phoresis and taxis. We expect our results to be relevant to systems exhibiting both self-propulsion as well as contractile stresses, such as might be expected for the dynamics of actomyosin structures as the cell surface [22] . We look forward to experimental tests of our predictions in in vivo as well as in vitro contexts [41] .
We thank S. 
S1 Model

S1.1 Equations of Motion
Here we construct the basic equations for the active hydrodynamics of polar actin filaments and myosin based on symmetries and conservation laws [1] , and then describe the approximations that lead finally to dynamical equations displayed in Eqs. (1) in the main text. To describe a population of dynamic actin filaments and associated bound myosin minifilaments embedded in a static cortical meshwork [2] , we use the following hydrodynamic variables: the actin filament density c(r, t), the actin filament orientation n(r, t), the bound myosin density ρ(r, t), and the hydrodynamic velocity v(r, t). Ignoring actin turnover, the density of the polar actin filaments is conserved.
where D a (ρ = 0) > 0 and v(ρ = 0) = 0, the latter being a purely active contribution [3] . This latter term, arising from the walking of myosin minifilaments that cross-link the dynamic actin filaments to each other and to the static meshwork, is then expanded to lowest order around the mean actin and myosin densities c 0 ,
The dynamics of bound myosin motors is described in terms of its current J m as well as turnover,
where again we have taken v m (ρ, c) ≈ v 1 , and have assumed an unlimited bath of unbound myosin. The origin of the advective term ∝ n in the myosin current arises from myosin action against a static substrate: the sign and magnitude of v 1 will depend on the microscopic details. In the limit of high friction against the substrate, v 1 must be either positive or negative with small magnitude -to reduce the number of free parameters, we take v 0 = v 1 , but this is not necessary. The dependence of the binding rate of myosin on filament density is taken to be k bind (c) = k b c/(c + c h ), which is linear for small c and saturates for c > c h . The equations for the hydrodynamic velocity v of the Stokesian fluid, dominated by friction of the cortex, is given by force balance -
where we have assumed that the total stress is dominated by the active contributions. W < 0 corresponds to a contractile stress. The velocity field can be approximately solved for from Γv ≈ ∇ · σ a , obtaining v ∼ ∇ρ, which we insert into the filament and motor currents, renormalising the diffusion co-efficient in the latter (which we do not consider further) and adding a advective term ∼ c ∇ρ to the former. The actin density c enters into the myosin current through higher order contributions to the active stress, Eqs. (S3), and so we do not consider those terms here.
The filament orientation is subject to forces and torques arising from thermodynamic sources, hydrodynamic flows and activity and its dynamics are given by [1, 4] ,
where on the left,
× n is the derivative in the comoving and co-rotating frame, and the . . . are the rest of the active convective nonlinear terms [5] and the flow-alignment terms.
The first two terms on the right hand side correspond to restoring forces against bend and splay configurations with Frank coefficients K 1 and K 2 , while the α * (c) and β * (c) terms act as a soft ordering potential that favours a non-zero director when the density field c is greater than the Onsager value c * . As shown in [5] , ζ 0 > 0 as a consequence of filament compressibility. M (ρ) is a particle mobility and is taken to be positive, reflecting the contractile nature of myosin induced active stresses, and constant:
The soft potential controlling the lyotropic ordering transition is defined by α * (c) = ν(c/c * − 1) and β * (c) = ν(1 + c/c * ), which ensures that |n| 2 → 1 when c ≫ c * . For simplicity, we work in the one constant approximation where K 2 = 0 [6] . The final equations we study are,
and appears as Eq. 1 in main text.
S1.2 Integrating Out Myosin
It is instructive to consider the limit in which our equations reduce to earlier descriptions of cortical actomyosin [2, 7] . In those, the dynamics of myosin were not treated explicitly but instead entered the equations as effective interactions between the active actin filaments. Correspondingly, if we slave the bound myosin density to the filament density and orientation and solve for ρ in the mean-field limit (i.e., determined entirely by binding-unbinding), we obtain ρ ∼ c, to lowest order. Plugging this back into the equations for c and n, we find that the diffusive part of the filament current receives a higher order correction (D a → D a (c)) and that the anchoring terms collapse into one, −ζ 0 ∇c + ζ ∇ρ → ζ eff ∇c.
Neglecting the nonlinear correction to the filament diffusion, we get
If ζ is large compared to ζ 0 , the effective anchoring co-efficient ζ eff is positive and we recover the earlier equations [2, 7] . Using these equations, we had described the emergent behaviour of static, compact asters [2, 7] , and hence we expect our system to produce the same in an appropriate limit ( Fig. 1(a) of main text).
S2 Linear Calculations
S2.1 Stability Analysis of the Homogeneous Disordered Phase
The equations of motion admit homogeneous steady states in which c(r, t) = c 0 , ρ(r, t) = ρ 0 and n(r, t) = n 0 , where n 0 = 0 corresponds to the isotropic phase and non-zero n 0 corresponds to the polar ordered phase. We ask if the homogeneous isotropic phase is linearly stable with respect to perturbations: c(r, t) = c 0 + δc(r, t), ρ(r, t) = ρ 0 + δρ(r, t) and n(r, t) = δn(r, t), where ρ 0 = k bind (c 0 )/k u and c 0 < c * .
Inserting the perturbed fields into the equations of motion, linearising and using the wave ansatz f (r, t) = f (t) exp (−ik · r),
The growth rate of the perturbation is given by decomposing the matrix M 0 into its eigenvectors and examining the real part of the corresponding eigenvectors. The most general case is cumbersome to work with, so we consider the following limits. We set D m = D a and consider the regime in which k bind (c) ≈ k b c for simplicity. We analyse first the potential instability driven by myosin's advection of actin filaments and set ζ, ζ 0 and v 0 → 0. In that limit the four eigenvalues ω i of M 0 are given by:
The first two eigenvalues describe the relaxation of the orientation field n to 0. The second two describe the coupled dynamics of δc and δρ. Inspection of the eigenvalues reveals that an instability occurs when:
A band of wavevectors between k = 0 and k = |W |k b c 0 − D a k u /D a becomes unstable. The fastest growing wavevector is given by:
Numerical solution of the equations of motion in this limit reveals that the instability grows to form static clumps of actin and myosin, which may either be disordered ( n remains 0 everywhere) or ordered (see section S2.2).
Alternatively, the system may be studied in the limit W , ζ 0 → 0. In this case, the eigenvalues of M 0 are found to be:
The criterion for instability is found to be v 0 ζk b c 0 > D a |α|k u . Once again, a band of wavevectors between k = 0 and k = Dakuα+c0k b v0ζ DaKku is unstable. The fastest growing wavevector is given by:
where ζ = k b c 0 v 0 ζ and D ± = D a ± K. This instability involves a non-zero splay component of n (i.e., ∇ · n = 0), due to the coupling of the perturbations of the density fields δc, δρ to the longitudinal component of orientation, k · δn. Correspondingly, the results above can also be obtained by solving the linear system for the variables δc, δρ and k · δn. This indicates that the resultant pattern may be clumps of actin and myosin with an aster texture, which is confirmed by numerical integration.
S2.2 Local Ordering
Even in the absence of the anchoring terms, filaments within clusters may order at sufficiently high myosin contraction, even though the nucleation of the platform occurs without breaking local orientational symmetry and n is 0 in the early stages of cluster formation. As the local density of filaments rises it may cross the Onsager value c * and the filaments inside the structure may be susceptible to spontaneous orientational ordering. Assuming an ansatz c(r) = c 0 > c * for r < R 0 and c b < c * otherwise, we perturb the homogeneous state n = 0 within the cluster (i.e., r < R 0 ). In the absence of anchoring, the orientation of the isotropic state is unstable to perturbations of wavelength larger than 1/k n , where k 2 n < α(c 0 − c * )/K. The disordered state of filaments within a cluster is then unstable for clusters of radius larger than R c , where R c = K α * (c0) . Upon ordering, the Frank term ensures that the filaments within a cluster are all oriented in a single direction.
S3 Numerical Calculations
S3.1 Parameter Values
The equations were made dimensionless by scaling with chosen characteristic units of space and time:
Time: Unit of time t = ν −1 , with ν ∼ 1 s −1 , from an estimate of the rotational diffusion time of an actin filament of length ∼ .1 → 1 µm [9] .
Length: Units of length l = D a /ν. From previous FCS studies in living cells, the diffusion coefficient of dynamic actin filaments in the cortex may be estimated to be D a ∼ 0.1 µm 2 s −1 [2] . Hence l ∼ 0.3 µm.
These values are consistent with those used in earlier studies [2, 8] , and have been chosen so that all terms are of similar order and are in the appropriate pattern-forming regime as dictated by the linear stability analysis.
S3.2 Single Cluster Phase Diagram
The equations of motion were solved on a square lattice with an explicit Forward-Time-Central-Space (FTCS) scheme, with a grid size of 10 × 10 diffusion lengths and spacing dx = 1/8. All numerical calculations were performed with peridic boundary conditions. A single cluster was nucleating by using a gaussian initial condition for c with initial amplitude c 0 = .1 and width l = 4, with a small amount of initial noise added. The remaining parameters were fixed at the following:
The following quantities were used to distinguish between the phases and construct the phase diagram. The angular brackets indicate an average over space.
• | cn |= 0, | c ∇ × n |= 0 and c ∇ · n < 0 corresponding to static asters.
• | cn |= 0, | c ∇ × n |= 0 and c ∇ · n > 0 corresponding to static anti-asters.
• | cn |= 0 and | c ∇ × n |> 0 corresponding to static spiral asters.
• | cn |> 0 and c ∇ · n > 0 corresponding to motile virtual anti-asters.
• | cn |> 0 and c ∇ · n < 0 corresponding to motile virtual asters.
The phases with their different textures are displayed in Fig. S2 .
S3.3 Two-Body Scattering
The parameters used in the numerical calculations for two body scattering (as shown in the main text, Figure 2 ) were:
We also carried out two-body scattering with the modified parameters W = −15, ζ = 5, k b = 1, k u = 0.5 and K = 3, presented in Fig. S3(c 
S3.4 Merging
The parameters used in the numerical calculations for merging were:
To analyse the shape deformations during the merging of two domains we threshold the filament density c and fit it to the parameterised area depicted in Fig. S1(b) . This ansatz consists of two semicircular regions of radius R separated by a distance ∆R. The intervening region satisfies the inequality, 
Movie 3:
Movie shows elastic scattering of a two virtual defects. Here, the heatmap represents c and the vectors n. Domains are nucleated with opposite polarities and varying impact parameter as described in the main text. Note here how the two structures not only attract each other, but also rotate to attempt to face each other -an example of both phoresis and taxis. Parameters as in section 3.2.
Movie 4:
Movie shows inelastic merger of two virtual defects, with the merged domain becoming a virtual defect. The heatmap represents c and the vectors n. Note that the direction in which the merged domain moves is perpendicular to the axis along which the merger occurs. Parameters as in section 3.2.
Movie 5:
Movie shows inelastic merger. Here, the heatmap represents c and the vectors n. In contrast with movie 4, here the merged domain becomes a static aster.
6. Movie 6: Movie shows inelastic merger as in Movie 4, but slowed down to highlight sequence of events in merger. In particular, note neck formation early in the merger process, and relaxation from an elliptical domain to a circular domain after the neck has widened. Note that, during this period, there exists an aster defect at the centre of the merging domain; in this example, the defect core moves out of the domain once merger has been completed to give rise to a virtual defect texture. 
